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Dated : 8th Sep, 2016
Dear Comrades,
ITGOA has taken up following matters in last few weeks :

1.
Transfer /management of personnel records of AO and PS cadre from Non Gazetted to
Gazetted section- ORDERS PASSED. Now onwards administration has assured that all matters
will be dealt by Gazetted section only.

2.
For preparation of All India Seniority list of AO Grade II, ITGOA CHQ has been
following up with CBDT for more than last six months. Now that CBDT has asked PR CCIT to
send the charge wise Seniority list. Pr CCIT, DELHI CHARGE has been requested to send the list
on prioirty for compilation of All India list of AO Grade II so that DPC is held for AO Grade- I
immediately.

3.
For DPC of ITO to ACIT for RY 2016-17 we have requested Chairperson, Member P and
PR CCIT, Delhi to post more officers and staff to DIT PRPPOL for updating the deficiencies on a
war footing which has been acceded to. It is likely that all deficiencies will be removed and
records updated by 30th September 2016 so that the ad hoc DPC is convened before
Dussehra.

4. Proposal for regularisation of adhoc ACIT for RY 2014-15 approved by cbdt. Will be sent to
UPSC in next week.
Proposal for regularisation of ad hoc JCIT of 2004 batch in advance stage. Vigilance clearance
sent. APAR deficiency almost complete. Likely to be sent to upsc next week.

5. Seniority list of all cadres is to be published online. The administration has already
published few and is being followed up on regular basis to publish the remaining not just on
irsofficersonline but on incometaxindia.Gov.in also.

6. Reallocation of workload amongst officers:
The PR CCIT has assured to issue instructions in this regard.

7. The issue of lack of manpower with the assessing officers was again brought to the notice
of pr CCIT. The PR CCIT has assured to issue instructions on hiring of data entry operators for
all assessing officer at least till December 2016. Meanwhile at the request of ITGOA proposal
is being sent for increase in limit from 30 lacs.

8. We have been bringing it to the notice of administration time and again about the
improper maintenance. Administration is taking keen interest in cleanliness and maintenance
of office building and toilets. You have seen a remarkable difference. Now it's our turn. It is
in our interest to keep the buildings clean and toilets hygienic. The administration has taken
a strong view of our issue and yesterday a team headed by CIT Admn and other senior
officers of pr ccit office took a round of the building with JCA and issued directions for
maintenance. I appeal to all our members to bring it to the notice of welfare or housekeeping
in charge or the staff deployed for upkeep, any garbage, dumping, not proper cleaning and
especially unhygienic toilets. Let's make sure that our buildings are not breeding ground for
mosquitoes or any other infectious media.
Comradely yours,
-sd(AJAY GOYAL)
General Secretary, Delhi Unit

